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Place names of Scotland - Education Scotland ?30 per place-name researched - Place-names we have not previously
researched, or alternative versions of place-names we have previously researched such Note that a full bibliography,
including a section on regional studies, arranged by pre-1975 county, can be found on the Scottish Place-Name Society
website: Locations in New Zealand with a Scottish name - Wikipedia Ainmean-Aite na h-Alba (Gaelic Place-Names
of Scotland) is the national advisory partnership for Gaelic place-names in Scotland. Its purpose is to agree List of
places in Scotland - Wikipedia This is a list of names which are not cognate, i.e. they are not from the Ainmean-Aite
na h-Alba - Gaelic Place-Names of Scotland - Links Place-names. Scotlands Places Scottish Place-name Society
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland National Library of List of Scottish place
names in other countries - Wikipedia Buy Place-names of Scotland by Iain Taylor (ISBN: 9781780270050) from
Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. the celtic place-names of scotland - Education Scotland In
thie section of the site, we explain the origins of place names in Scotland or Wales influenced by or directly attributable
to the following languages:. Scots placenames Resources Ordnance Survey Following is a list of placenames of
Scottish origin which have subsequently been applied to parts of the United States by Scottish emigrants or explorers.
Ainmean-Aite na h-Alba - Gaelic Place-Names of Scotland - Mapping Note that a full bibliography, including a
section on regional studies, arranged by pre-1975 county, can be found on the Scottish Place-Name Society website:
Ainmean-Aite na h-Alba - Gaelic Place-Names of Scotland - About Us Welcome to the database of Scottish
Hagiotoponyms. This website is the result of a project, Commemorations of Saints in Scottish Place-Names, funded by a
Home - SCOTTISH PLACE-NAME SOCIETY W J Watson, in Celtic Place-Names of Scotland, attributed the river
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name Girnaig (Goirneag) to the root goir, earlier gair, cry, shout, together with Glen Girnock List of Scottish Gaelic
place names - Wikipedia Saints in Scottish Place-Names - Home ?The place names of Scotland resource combines
geography and history and helps children and young people to make connections with their Scots Words and
Place-Names :: Place-Name Glossary Unfortunately, if youre in Scotland, that wont always help. From Milngavie to
Ecclefechan, these Scottish place names are pronounced a lot Whats in a Scottish place name? - BBC News
Academics at Glasgow University create a new online resource which aims to shine a light on some of Scotlands famous
place names. Ainmean-Aite na h-Alba - Gaelic Place-Names of Scotland - Failte Place Names of Scotland [database
on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Operations, Inc., 2012. Original data: James B Johnston. Place Names of Scotland How to
pronounce the 15 most difficult Scottish place names Academics at Glasgow University create a new online
resource which aims to shine a light on some of Scotlands famous place names. Place Names of Scotland - This
section of the website is intended to provide a guide to Scots forms of personal and place names. There are few areas
where the process of smothering Place-names of Scotland: : Iain Taylor Gaelic Place-Names of Scotland - Sabhal
Mor Ostaig This is a glossary of Scots words which are used in place-names. a hill slope a foot-path or walk the place
in a moss from which peats are cut the boundary In pictures: 15 unfortunate town names in Scotland - Scotland Now
While this may or may not be true, there are certainly many Scottish place names that get not only visitors tied in knots
but often Scots too. Scottish Place Names Gazetteer - ScotlandsPlaces AS the rural US town of Boring, Oregon
celebrated its partnership with Scottish village Dull, weve come up with a number of funny place names Top 10
Scottish place names Wild about Scotland This is a list of placenames in Scotland which have subsequently been
applied to parts of New Zealand by Scottish emigrants or explorers. Main article: Scottish List of place names of
Scottish origin in the United States - Wikipedia Learn more about the role of the language in place names and on
Ordnance Survey maps covering Scotland, read our guide and our names glossary. Whats in a Scottish place name? BBC News - Determine authoritative forms of Gaelic place-names across Scotland with reference to both research into
historical forms and consolidation on current usage Seven odd Scottish place names and their origins - The Scotsman
Welcome to our Database, which is free to use and provides a single source of authoritative information on Gaelic forms
of place-names. The database is an
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